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Travel and transportation have been one of the biggest demands of man since itâ€™s a natural
phenomenon for every one whether for business, job or personal reason, to travel from one location
to another. In the early days when the technology was not very update and modernized, people
relied on animals and carts for moving from one location to another. Later, the mechanical modes of
transportation were introduced and today we see different types of automobiles on the roads, each
designed to fulfill specific requirements. The trend of private car hire and cabs began soon after the
advent of cars and other automobiles in the society. Hiring a private car usually means a car which
is not a cab and a driver for managing travel requirements. There are a countless number of car hire
companies in every part of the world offering private car rental services.

Just like everything has adopted new and modernized methods in the modern era, similarly, the
trend of hiring private cars has also adopted a luxury touch. The limousine cars have been
introduced for the extra comfort and luxury of travelers. They are the most expensive vehicles and
are known as a symbol of ultra luxury and style. Those who can afford to pay, usually opt for
chauffeur driven limousines instead of hiring cab services for attending special occasions and
events. There are many different types of limousine cars each designed according to the
requirements of different people. The different limousines include sedans, SUVs, stretches, luxury
vans and party buses. Sedans are the least expensive limousines which include Mercedes S Class,
BMW 7 Series, Lincoln Town Car L Series and more.

The most expensive limousines are stretched limos. They come with ultra luxury features and
amenities that are second to none. Chauffeured stretch limousines are known as the peak of wealth
and luxury. They may be stretched sedans that include Lincoln Town Car Stretch, Chrysler 300C
Stretch etc. or stretched SUVs like Escalade ESV Stretch and Hummer H2 Stretch. These exquisite
and most modern vehicles include amenities such as plush interior, extremely comfortable leather
seats, a fully stocked bar, tinted windows, privacy divider, temperature control system, fiber optical
lighting, a large flat screen TV, CD/DVD player, iPod socket, Hi-fi surround sound system and much
more. The common people opt for cab reservation services because cabs are available just about
everywhere and are economical means of transportation.

The best thing about cabs is that they are driven by drivers who are local to the areas where they
serve. This makes it easy and trouble free for the passenger and provides him relief from the worry
of roads and directions. Skipping from one place to another becomes highly convenient. CrossCab
is one of the leading online cab booking companies. They have been providing world class ground
transportation services to their customers in UK since more than 5 years. The company has rapidly
extended its network in the recent past and has successfully ranked itself among the leading online
cab booking companies of the United Kingdom. They have a virtual fleet of thousands of vehicles
spread across the country serving all villages, towns, cities and airports across the nation.
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